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I Irn _Day For Night-> he plays a director who dreams about his childhood fascination for films. _The Bride

~o~e Black_ is an homage to one of his major influences, Alfred Hitchcock, with whom he wrote a book.
FTP, name this French director whose films include _The Wild Child-> jules And Jim-> and _The 400
Blows?
/
A: Francois TRUFFAUT
.

I.

Chlorpromazine hydrochloride is a white, colorless powder that is sometimes used to alleviate hiccups.
Its better-known use is to suppress symptoms of disturbed behavior disorders such as schizophrenia. FTP
give the trademark name of this major tranquilizer?
A: THORAZINE

~

explored the unconscious mind and the theory of heredity in _Life And Habit_. He attacked
Victorian values in his autobiographical novel_The Way Of All Flesh_. FTP name this British author,
whose most successful work was the allegorical novel_Erewhon_?
A: Samuel BUTLER
rThis leading figure in psychoanalysis and human development taught at Harvard and did research at Yale.
His theory of development was known as .the Eight Ages of Man. and included such categories as Initiative
vs Guilt, Intimacy vs Isolation and Identity vs Role Confusion. FTP name the author of such works as
_Childhood and Society_and _ YQung Man Luther_?
A: Erik H. ERIKSON
YHis recent album. _New World Order_, was his first since an on-stage accident rendered him a
quadroplegic. He began his career as the lead singer in the Impressions and later went on to great success as
a solo artist. FTP, name this singer and guitarist whose hits include "Keep On Pushing", "People Get
Ready", "Super£ly" and "Freddie's Dead"?
A: Curtis MAYFIELD
/Electrophoresis is a common technique for separating fragments of DNA, RNA, and proteins. Certain
types of electrophoresis gel are used in different cases. This type of gel is used in a polymerized form. In its
unpolymerized form, it contains alkene and amino functional groups and is a neurotoxin. This gel is used
largely for sequencing and protein separation. FTP, name it.
A: POLYACRILAMIDE

I

This writer is featured as a character in Tom Stoppards' play _Travesties_. He associated with the poet
Marinetti and was interested in Futurist ideas of simultaneity. Along with Hugo Ball, Jean Arp and
others, he was one of the primary influences on Zurich Dada. FTP name this Romanian who stated "like
everything else, Dada is useless."
A: Tristan TZARA

/ .Born in 1179 and raised by the great chief Jon Loptsson., he would spend 13 years as the lawspeaker of
the high court of iceland and gain the ear ofHaakon the old, then king of Norway. Several years after he
talked Haakon into taking over Iceland, they had a falling out, and Haakon had him assassinated in 1241 .
Name this influential Icelandic politician and poet, best known for writing the "Heimskringla" and the
Younger, or Prose, Edda.
A: Snorri STURLSON
/ .Myrtilus, charioteer to the king of Elis, saved his life at the urging of Hippodamia. but later cursed him
and his progeny when he repaid this service by putting Myrtilus to death. FTP, name this mythological hero
who was sacrificed by his father and restored by the gods, and whose 3 surviving grandsons would rule
Sparta and Mycenae during the Trojan war.
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A: PELOPS

l~fore

the American Revolution, this statesman wrote such tracts as "Letters from a Pennsylvania
Farmer," protesting the injustices imposed upon the colonies by Great Britain. Shortly before war broke
out, he wrote an Olive Branch Petition as a last attempt at peace. FTP name this man, the relation of a
famous American poetess.
A: JOHN DICKINSON

~termolecular forces are the quasi attractions between individual molecules.

Non-polar molecules have
attractions which take advantage of the tendency for such molecules to exhibit momentary or temporary
dipoles. The name of the man who discovered such interactions is also the name of a: major world city. FTP
.give the name and you will have named the type of force.
A: LONDON

/ r n this painting, a couple is depicted walking on a busy boulevard during a rainy day. The man has a
distinctive umbrella. In nearly photographic detail, this artist captures the transience of the event, as
almost a snapshot in time. FTP name this monumental work by Caillebot, loacted at the Art Institute of
Chicago, depicting a French urban scene.
A: PARIS STREET

l"~mits which have the form infinity over infinity or zero over zero are considered indeterminate.

A(\Q~P, which mathematical rule is commonly used in the evaluation of such limits, named for the French
author of an early calculus textbook?
A: L'HOPIT AL'S rule
LThis author was often considered somewhat of a recluse, as he declined manv interviews. His works
indicated a general disatisfaction with aspects of society. Lesser known works include _Uncle Wiggle in
Connecticut_, _The Laughing Man_, _Down at the Dinghy_, and _A Perfect Day for Bananafish_. FTP
name this author of _The Catcher in the Rye_.
A: J.D. SALINGER

£'

A dashing Alabamian sailor with a brilliant grasp of international law, he fought with Winfield Scott in
the :Ylexican War and superintended the landing at Veracruz. Later. as a rear admiral in the Confederate
Navy, he oversaw the defense of the James River during the last days of the war. FTP, name this brilliant
captain who, before his defeat offCherbourg by the U.S.S . Kearsarge, did over 6 million dollars of damage
to the American shipping industry with his raiders the C.S.S. Sumter and Alabama.
.
A: Raphael SEMMES

%. His compositions include the masterpieces _Trouble in Tahiti_. _Chichester Psalms_. _Age of
Anxiety_, _Candide_, _The Jeremiah Symphony-, Jancy Free_, and _West Side Story_. FTP name the
20th century American composer of all these works.
A: Leonard BERNSTEIN

Y

This king of Corinth earned Zeus's wrath by telling the River God Asopus where his daughter had·been
taken. Later he cheated death twice, once by tying the god to a post, and once by contriving to not have the
fare for Charon's ferry . As punishment, the gods forced him to try to roll a huge rock up a hill tor all
eternity. FTP name him.
A: SISYPHUS

~e is responsible for some of the greatest paintings of the nineteenth century, such as _The Terrace at
Saint Adresse_, _Gare St. Lazare_, _Rouen Cathedral_. _Water Lilies_, and _Impression Sunrise_. FTP
name the French Impressionist who painted all of these works.
A: Claude MONET
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p. Featured in such works as Marey's _Man In Black Suit With White Stripes Running Down Anns and
Legs Walking In Front ofa Black WaIl_ of 1884, this new photographic technique portrayed objects in
motion. Its ability to tell a story of an object over a period of time led to its name. FTP what is it?
A: CHRONOGRAPHY or CHRONOGRAPH

?~e was arrested for corruption after an investigation led by Samuel Tilden, but fled and "';as eventually

'~a;tured.

He later died in a Spanish prison. His corrupt behavior was often the subject of cartoons by
Thomas Nast. FTP name this New Yorker, the infamous leader of Tammany HaIl.
A: William Marcy TWEED
21 , He refused command of the Anny of the Potomac after the battle of ChancellorsvilJe, although many
believed him to be the best Union general in the east. FTP, name this Pennsylvanian, who graduated from
West Point on top of his class, and was killed in the first hours of fighting at Gettysburg.
A: John REYNOLDS

?? While looking for his sister, he slew a dragon and built a city. After all four of his daughters died. he
and his wife were changed into snakes. FTP, name this legendary son of Agenor and founder of Thebes.
A: CADMUS

23 . This commerce raider, captained by James Waddell, captured 38 federal merchantmen, mostly whalers
in the North Pacific ocean. FTP, name the last ship to fly the confederate flag, which finally surrendered in
London. more than seven mdnths after the end of the civil war.
A: SHENANDOAH
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fliven the artistic style, name the country in which it was most active. Each answer is worth 5 points.
1. V orticism
A: ENGLAND
2. Surrealism
A: FRANCE
3. Constructivism
A: RUSSIA (or USSR)
4. Futurism
A: ITALY
5. Abstract Expressionism
A: USA
6. Impressionism
A: FRANCE

~ or ten points each., name the kind of oncogenic tumor that commonly arises in these parts of the body:
1. Epithelial lining of organs
A: CARCINOMA
2. Bone, muscle or fat
A: SARCOMA
3. Lymph nodes
A: LYMPHOMA

~ven a statistical category, name the NCAA Div 1 basketball player who is the all-time career leader and .
his school, for five points each:
1. Scoring
A: Pete MARAVICH., LSU
2. Rebounding
Tom GOLA, LA SALLE
3. Assists
A: Bobby HURLEY, DlJKE

~0-10: Given a list of works, identify the author:
1. _Beast In The Jungle_, _Altar Of The Dead_
2. _The Aspem Papers-, _The Golden Bowl_
3. _Tum Of The Screw_, _Wings Of The Dove_
A: Henry JAMES

~ven a chara:ter from a Charles Dickens novel, name the book in Which he or she appears for 5 points
each.
I . Sissy J~pe
A : _HARD TIMES_
2. Quilp
A: - THE OLD CURIOSITY SHOP3. U nah Heep
A: _DAVID COPPERFIELD_
4. Miss Havisham
A: _GREAT EXPECTATIONS
5 Gaffer Hexam
A: - OUR MUTUAL FRIEND6. Sidney Carton
A: A TALE OF TWO CITIES
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~ame the author from his works on a 30-20-10-5 basis.
30. The Minotaur, Helen's Exile
20. Summer In Algiers
10.The Myth of Sisyphus
5. The Stranger
A: Albert CAMUS
/The Best Picture Oscar haS been awarded to movies set in the Old West ·
onjust three occasions. For ten points apiece, name the three westerns
to receive this honor.
A: DANCES WITH WOL YES, UNFORGIYEN, CTh1ARRON
;8.'Identify the scientist given a list of works. 30-20-10.
1. Power of Movement in Plants;
2. Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs
3. The Origin of Species
A : Charles DARWIN
/

Give the capitals of the following Pacific Islands for 5 points each.
1. Tuvalu
A: FUNAFUTI
2. Nauru
A: YAREN /
3. Vanuatu
A: VILA
4. Western Samoa /
A: APIA
5. Fiji
A: SUVA ./
6. The Solomon Islands
A: HANlYARA

/ F o r 10 points each. name the shape of each molecule given.
I.methane
A: TETRAHEDRAL
2. · ammonia
A: PYRAMIDAL
3. boron trifuoride
A: TRlGONAL PLANAR

¥-

For 10 points each. name the economist given a brief description.
1. the author of The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money
A: John Maynll!"d KEYNES
2. the curve showing the relation between tax rates and tax revenues bears his name
A : Arthur B. LAFFER
3. Professor of Econornics at Cambridge in England, he was a leading marginalist. He contributed to price
theory and the idea that time is an important determinant of supply.
A: Alfred MARSHALL

~ For 10 points each.

give the common name for each of the following organic compounds.

l . methylbenzene
A: TOLUENE
2. arninobenzene
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A: ANllJNE
3. ethyne
A: ACETYLENE

h'.

30-20-10: Given the titles of songs, name the singer.
1. "Everybody's Doing the Hustle and Dead on the Double Bump", and
"For Goodness Sakes, Look At Those Cakes"
2. "The Payback", "Get On The Good Foot"
3. "Papa's Got A Brand New Bag", "(Get Up I Feel Like Being A) Sex Machine"
A: James BROWN
lK. For 10 points each, name the
(. Othello
A: DESDEMONA
2. Wuthering Heights
A: CATHERINE
3. The Scarlet Letter.
A: Hester PRYNNE

he~oines of each of the fol1~wing literary works.

15. For 10 points each, give the name of the scientist responsible for:
1. creation of the first recombinant DNA molecule
A: Stanley COHEN
2. the introduction of "gene targeting"
A: Herbert BOYER
3. the discovery of the connection between the apoE gene and Alzheimer'S Disease.
A: Allen ROSES
16. Its language time! For fifteen points apiece, identify the language given the clue.
1. Polish radio still had a station that boradcasts in this language, and China subsidizes a newspaper in it.
Name this artificial idiom created by a Polish ophthalmologist.
A: ESPERANTO
2. A more recent international language, it was designed to be easier than Esperanto. Name this synthetic
language based on Latin and Greek.
A: GLOSA
17. For 5 points apiece and a 5 point bonus for all five, name the cities in which each of these airports are
located.
I) Hartsfield
A: ATLANTA
2) Haneda
A: TOKYO
3) Dum Dum
A: CALCUTTA
4) Gatwick
A: LONDON
5) Berry Field
A: NASHVILLE
18. Its first scene has a razor blade slicing across an eyeball. This film is filled with the psychoanalytic codes
that marked surrealism at the time, particularly in regard to sexual repression . FTP each, name the film and
its two directors.
A: LE CHIEN ANDULUSIAN (THE Al"IDULUSIAN DOG is also acceptable), Luis BUNUEL, and
Salvador DALI
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19. For a total of30 pts, name each of the three recipients of the 1980 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, which was
given largely for advances in the field of molecular biology.
A: Paul BERG, Walter GILBERT, Fred SANGER
20. 30-20-10: Name the speaker from. the quote given:
30. "You lose."
20. "They can't get you for what you didn't say."
10. "I choose not to run."
A: Calvin COOLIDGE
2 L For 5 points each and a 5 point bonus for all 5, name the 5 children of Czar Nicholas II and his Czarina
Aleksandra, the last royal couple of Russia.
A: ALEXIS, MARIA, TATIANA, OLGA, and ANASTASIA

".
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